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sister organization Agape Temple Global Ministry (ATGM)
Founder Ms Hélène H. Oord, and with faith based network organizations int’l
https://agapetempleglobalministry.org

/

https://helenehoordministriesint.wordpress.com/our-intl-church-network/
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WORLDVIEW MISSION (WM) POLICY PLAN

Worldview Mission is a fundraising NGO, a global organization to raise funds
for developing countries.
Worldview Mission (WM) through its international network, recruits, connects, bring civil
society organizations, corporations and business persons together, with their expertise and
talent, to meet each other’s needs, for the betterment of the partners, companies and
countries.

WORLDVIEW MISSION (WM) with a vision on an international level aims, together with the
UN, to achieve the 17 sustainable goals by the year 2030. The online recruitment of members
starts from the headquarters office.
Those who are stimulated by the mission and vision of the organization receives a short
training after the intake interview.

Ms Hélène H. Oord, the inventor of Worldview Mission believes in the power of global
cooperation and partnership to fight poverty and to achieve the UN's sustainable
Development goals mostly in developing countries
She is available daily to provide online counseling and training. Practical training courses in
which you learn about the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals.

If it turns out that with some practical tips, you have a good insight and overview of how the
17 UN sustainable Development goals work, you will then apply the 17 UN goals in your own
project proposal.
After several times of discussing the content of the project, an introduction follows with one
of the international network contacts of Worldview Mission.
This, for a possible cooperation with other countries. Worldview Mission will be prepared to
raise funds for the realization of the project(s) for implementation in their own community
Zoom meetings:
Worldview Mission international network and partners organizes Zoom meetings with NGOs,
stakeholders, business persons, and with faith based organizations internationally to:
 Exchange activity programs
 Prepare national community campaign activities
 Advise and participate for preparing Community workshops to promote the 17 UN
Sustainable Development Goals
 Connect with organizations to reorganize the administration of churches
 Processing and taking care of email network contacts and social media network contacts

In order to achieve the objective of Worldview Mission, it is important to maintain a more
conscious and sustainable lifestyle in the community and in one's own environment
through by providing educational training and organizing awareness activities.

Young adult who are stimulated must learn to start an NGO or start their own business in
order to become self-entrepreneurs with their skills

Our Mission Statement

https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=829

 “A sustainable world for the future generations”
 Eradicate poverty in our community and provide a safe haven for those in need
 Provide a comprehensive program of personal growth and development.
 Youth Development empowerment to build the finest facility where young people
get the feeling that they belong to a loving society
 Create an environment and use activities that foster mutual respect, resilience,
self-esteem, self-regulation, self-efficacy and leadership
 Promote awareness and acceptance of diversity
VISION STATEMENT
 “To improve the quality of life for the people living in poverty helping them to
become self-sufficient”, and
 to facillitate global effort in meeting the United 17 Sustainable Development
Goals

Become a member of Worldview Mission
https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=235

The core value of Worldview Mission is to recruit and select suitable candidates who show
interest in how the UN Agenda, works to achieve the 17 sustainable goals by the year 2030.

OUR PLAN OF ACTION:
After a comprehensive analysis about families and relatives (young adults and old adults)
in a potential participating partner country is discuss and the situation in the
community/country is clear and concrete, a strategicplan of action follows.
Subsequently, a project plan with budget and division of tasks is worked on. To build a good
structure, the tasks are discussed how it will be tackled among the community leaders divided
and elaborated, “who does what”, must be watched, with accountability.
Worldview Mission provides voluntary guidance, oversees that the priorities of the UN 17
Sustainable Development Goals are included in the project plan. Worldview Mission pays
particular attention and plays a vital role in supporting community projects that she
collaborates with.
There is a lot of poverty, hunger, health issues, such as Malaria, high blood pressure, Covid19 Corona Virus Pandemic and other diseases. In addition, shortage of clean water, lack of
borehole machines, lack of school materials, educational training centers for women, young
adults and elderly most in South American countries, and African countries. Worldview
Mission partners have land available but need materials to cultivate the land, to construct
school buildings, housing for elderly, community learning centres, training centers and
transportation.
Worldview Mission welcomes donors to support our network contacts in South American
countries, and African countries. Supporting teachers who need school materials. Churches
needing church materials. The elderly and young adults need for their families, toys, food,
clothing, computers, agricultural farming machines to work the land.

NEEDS OF WORLDVIEW MISSION:
Worldview Mission needs students who can voluntarily rewrite a good strategic project plan
for project activities in the South American countries and African countries.
With the aim of a more conscious and cleaner hygiene to fight diseases such as Covid-19
virus, and educational projects to fight poverty in the Zuid American countries and African
countries to maintain a sustainable lifestyle and a cleaner environment. These countries not
only need a helping hand, but also pay a lot of attention to awareness in their own
environment regarding sustainability and a better climate for a better world.
DONORS/FUNDS NEEDED
To start and participate in projects in the Suriname, French Gyenna (South American) and
African countries during the Covid-19 Pandemic, Worldview Mission is looking for volunteers
and students to raise funds for these countries.
Those who want to commit themselves to fundraising projects intended for the street projects
to motivate street children to go to school. They need a chance, in anticipation of a better
future and better health care for those around disaster areas in the world, through
humanitarian aid. Worldview Mission with partners is willing to impartially aid affected
populations, regardless of their race, ethnic group, religion, gender, age, nationality, or
political affiliation. The younger women also need help to restart their clothing workshop. The
community in Africa will restart after the Covid-19 pandemic to fight extreme poverty and be
stimulated again to earn their own living by making clothes to sell, to combat all kinds of
poverty.
Not only school education is needed but also educational training to raise awareness of
climate change.

Furthermore, we are looking for volunteers and students to update and maintain our websites,
also to support the vision and mission of Worldview Mission, and to write projects for the
project activities in South American and African countries.

AGAPE TEMPLE GLOBAL MINISTRY COVID-19 AWARENESS PROGRAMME INT’L

Worldview Mission Int’l Covid-19 Campaign

https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=211

WORLDVIEW MISSION MEDICAL GROUP
https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=14927
WORLDVIEW MISSION STATEMENT/GOALS
https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=829
ANBI & FINANCIAL PAGE WORLDVIEW MISSION
https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=6850
REPORT PAGE WORLDVIEW MISSION
https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=6580
PARTNERS PAGE WORLDVIEW MISSION
https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=6928
https://worldviewmission.nl/?p=15140

The programs of Worldview Mission (WM) are focused on improving the self-direction, selfdetermination and self-regulation of our youth, rather than giving them a handout that is just a
short-lived solution, but not a solution to the problem.

Worldview Mission is an informative online platform affiliated with a host of other similar
International organizations, with the same SDGs goals, engaged in poverty eradication,
primarily engaged in activities in South American and African countries.
Most of the themes are aimed at the weaker and underprivileged and refugee women who
are oppressed, and who have faced sexual assault, war zones, calamities and corruption by
the government there.

The Worldview Mission president and members are volunteers who exchange ideas online
with other volunteers from South America and Africa. Coach, advises, supports young adults
who are leaders of a group from their own community.
World Vision Mission Provides information about the UN goals and provides short online
training on how to deal with the (SDGs) sustainable development goals. Worldview Mission
joins the United Nations SDGs by providing a handout to fight the cycle of poverty in line with
the UN Goals.
The youth leaders organize and provide educational and awareness activities that are held
within their own environment and community, as needed. This is to improve the quality of life
for the elderly and young people from their own community. In other words, give each other a
chance to create a better living environment and support each other's cause to fight poverty.
With the aim of preparing to become leaders to eventually represent their country. They get a
chance to share their wishes, experience, and ideas on an international level. Annual

international theme days organized by the UN, they are invited, together with other trained
young adults from many countries, to attend the annual Youth Ambassadors celebration.
Those with the best success story, are rewarded by int'l organizations affiliated with the UN
with a free plane ticket and accommodation and will be welcomed as volunteers. The Youth
Network is being expanded on an international level with the idea that the Youth
Ambassadors will be an example for the emerging generation to train the community with the
same or new ideas that they themselves have enjoyed
Worldview Mission Chairman is willing to provide online advice and coaching at all times on a
voluntary basis if requested.
Due to lack of internet connection in African countries, church fundraising activities can be
published on the Worldview Mission website, in support of project activities carried out there,
with addition of bank account numbers of Foundations from those countries.
At the end of each event, a mandatory report and/or photo report is emailed to the Worldview
Mission president who contributed to it. This will be placed on the website for perusal in order
to motivate others to participate, to achieve the goals of the UN, to combat poverty and to
improve armaments and/or awareness of the global warming climate change.

Background information of Worldview Mission

Worldview Misson (WM) 501©/3 Civile Society NGO

Worldview Mission is an online platform to connect and bring together organizations of all
types by providing UN SDG information and ensuring the United Nations' Sustainable
Development Goals 17 Agenda (SDGs), raising awareness through the current Sustainable
Development Goals against must be reached by the year 2030

To meet their need for better understanding in this multicultural society. In other words, to
improve communication and support each other's cause. To promote, support and improve
communication between civil society organizations and the United Nations missions for a
swift and effective coalition between the countries.
Worldview Mission complies with United Nations Secretary-General's sustainable goals and
declarations to reduce poverty. Worldview Mission Focus Areas Community Development
Community Service and Volunteering Economic Development Family and Parenthood
Poverty and Hunger Education Leadership Employment Microfinance Jouth Court.
Worldview Mission is affiliated with other UN/NGOs, which are affiliated with a large number
of organizations in the world, engaged in poverty eradication,

OBJECTIVE:
To improve the quality of life of the people who live there
Worldview Mission (WM) is member of United Nations CSO-NET ECOSOC CIVIL Society
Network NGO Branche, New York.
This Global Organization connected to the United Nations is affiliated with a multitude of
organizations in the World that are concerned with ending Poverty, complies with the
Statement of United Nations UN Secretary- General UN Secretary-General António
Guterres
The COVID-19 pandemic dominated the past year, around the globe and at the United
Nations. We are a world in mourning for the millions of people we have lost their lives. The
pandemic is the greatest shared global challenge since the founding of our organization;
every country has faced pain, uncertainty and vulnerability.
The global health, social, economic and human rights crises triggered by the pandemic have
underscored the importance of multilateral cooperation – and tested it to the limit.

https://www.un.org/annualreport/ / https://www.un.org/sg/en/content/sg/secretary-generals-speeches

UN Genaral Secretary Mr. António Guterres fights, for ending Poverty, which Complies
withUnited Nation’s Millennium Development (SDGL’s) 2030 Agenda to end poverty.
COVID-19 and the SDGs | UNDP

“We need to turn the recovery into a real opportunity to do things right for the
future.”
– UN Secretary-General António Guterres
COVID-19 is spreading human suffering, destabilizing the global economy and upending the
lives of billions of people around the globe.
The pandemic is an unprecedented wake-up call, laying bare deep inequalities and exposing
precisely the failures that are addressed in the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and
the Paris Agreement on climate change.

Leveraging this moment of crisis, when usual policies and social norms have been disrupted,
bold steps can steer the world back on track towards the Sustainable Development Goals.
This is the time for change, for a profound systemic shift to a more sustainable economy that
works for both people and the planet.
The Sustainable Development Goals are vital for a recovery that leads to greener, more
inclusive economies, and stronger, more resilient society. Click on each goal to read more.
The Sustainable Development Goals: Our Framework for COVID-19 Recovery – United Nations Sustainable Development
https://www.afro.who.int/health-topics/coronavirus-covid-19

Worldview Mission (WM)
CEO/Chair & Founder
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PR-Media – Int ’l Relations Liaison to the United Nations
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My space: Hélène H. Oord (heleneoord) on Myspace
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Hélène H. Oord Ministries int’l

Site:
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Agape Temple Global Ministry
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https://worldviewmission.nl/?page_id=6928
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SOCIAL MEDIA PAGE

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/pages/Worldview-Mission/115182681906542
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/helene.oord
Twitter:

https://twitter.com/OordHelene

Twitter:

Worldview Mission (@WorldviewMissi1) / Twitter

Linked-Inn: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/h%C3%A9l%C3%A8ne-oord/25/44/463
Linked-Inn: http://nl.linkedin.com/pub/helene-oord/22/5b5/309
My-Space: Hélène H. Oord (heleneoord) on Myspace

WORLDVIEW MISSION CONTACT INFORMATION YEAR 2012 - 2019
https://worldviewmission.nl/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/Worldview-Mission-B-PLAN-INTRO-An-Introduction-2.-PDF.pdf
WORLDVIEW MISSION WORKSHOP UN POST-2015 UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENTS GOALS AND BEYOND

https://worldviewmission.nl/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/WM-NL-EU-2019-2013-Worddoc-Presentation-Workshop-2015-Post-Dev-Involvement-PDF.pdf

WM-NL-EU-2019-2013-Worddoc-Presentation-Workshop-2015-Post-Dev-Involvement-PDF.pdf
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